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Abstract
This study examines the structure of foreign direct investments (FDI)
in Turkey and attempts to estimate the impact of those investments on the
economic growth of this country. Regulatory framework and basic statistics
of FDI like stocks, inflows, sectoral distribution and country of origin have
been examined at the conceptual Ievel. A single equation growth model is
estimated to measure the impact of FDI on the economic growth. Moreover,
Granger-causality tests are undertaken to find out the direction of causality
between FDI and economic growth. The overall results of the study suggest
that the volume of FDI inflows directed to Turkey is limited compared to
world averages and that the current level of investments have no significant
impact on the economic growth of Turkey.
Özet
Bu çalışma doğrudan yabancı yatırımların Türkiye'deki yapısını ve
ekonomik büyüme üzerine olan etkisini incelemektedir. Çalışmanın ilk
bölümünde Türkiye'deki doğrudan yabancı yatırımların kısa bir tarihi ve
yasal çerçevesi sunulmakta, daha sonra ise sözkonusu yatırımların miktarı,
kaynağı ve sektörel dağılımı incelenmaktedir. ikinci bölümde ise yabancı
y atırımla rın bağımsız değişkenlerden birisi olduğu tek değişkenli bir
ekonometrik model tahmin edilmektedir. Buna ilaveten yabancı sermaye
yatırım l a rı ile ekonomik büyüme arasındaki nedensellik ilişkisini ortaya
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çıkarmak amacıy la Granger nedensellik testleri yap ılmıştır. Elde edilen
so nuçlar Türkiye'deki doğrudan yabancı yatırım ların dünya ortalamal arı
na gö re dü ş ük bir seviyede olduğunu ve mevcut ya tırımların ekonomik
büyüme üzerine anlamlı bir etkisinin olmadığını göstermektedir.

The nature of intem ational economic system is being re-structured in recent
yea rs. Em pi ri cal ev idence suggest that Transnational Corporations (TNC)s or as
is previously known Multinational Corporations (MNC)s are the major actors in
thi s re-structuring process. Th e volume of Foreign Direct lnvestments (FDI) by
tho e corporations mainly on services and manufacturing industries have been
dramatically increas ing in developed and in a number of developing countries for
a decade and a half. it is known that about one th ird of world output is accounted by these corporations and almost one-third of the world exports is undertaken by (TNC)s between their parent firms and affıliates and between affıliates in
the form of intra-firm trade. On the other hand, sales by foreign affıliates in
domestic markets of host countries began to exceed direct exports to these countries and the growth rate of FDI exceed the growth of intemational trade in the
world economy. (UNCTC, 2000). All the figures imply that (TNC)s have
become the predom inant decision-makers in shaping the intemational economic
system.
It is ev idently expected that such predominance should come up with various effects on the host economies. The share of FDI inflows directed to developing countries has been increasing in the past decade. Although Turkey is not
among the top developing countries in terms of FDI inflows, recent trends suggest that Turkey could soon be among those developing countries. That makes
Turkey a releva nt case study in understanding the impact of FDI in developing
countries. Hence, thi s study aims to examine the structure of foreign direct
investments (FDI) in Turkey and its impact on the economic growth ofTurkey.
Studies that examine the impact of FDI on host countries could be classified in three bas ic groups, namely as mathematical, econometric and descriptivebehavioral studies. Those groups are also sub-divided. For example, there are
econometric models in the form of single equation as well as in the form of
simultaneous eq uations. Likewise, mathematical models could be static or
dynamic. However, what is comnıon in almost all types of studies is the questio ns posed for analyses; w hat is the structure and determinants of FDI and what
are the li kely impacts of FDI on domestic economies.
There are a number of studies on FDI in Turkey. (Alpar, 1978), (Erdilek,
1982, 1985, 1986, 1988), (Baban, 1987), (Berksoy, Doğruel, S. & Doğruel,
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F.. 19 9 , ( arıkç ı , 1997 (Cömert,2000) are exa mples of those studies. ~n general ıho
tudie do uınent ba ic tati tic of FDI in Turkey and analyse ıt at conceptual le el. Th ınethod of analy is of this study wi ll be des~riptive ~nd an
cconoınetric oııe ba ed upon ingle equations. Descriptive part wıll examıne the
ıructure of FO i in Turkey. in this context, fırstly, regulatory framework on the
operation of Tran national Corporations (TNC)s wi ll be summarized in an historical per pecti e. This will be fo ll owed by the analyses of the latest fıgures on
the volume of FDI inflow directed to Turkey, its sectoral distribution, country
of origin and number of fım1s in the course of time. Results of the descriptive
analy i i ex pected to give an idea about the extend of the FDI in Turkey. On
the other hand, econoınetric analysis of this study wi ll alsa have two sections.
The fırst one will be a s iıı g l e equation growth model where one of the independent variables is foreign direct investments in Turkey. The model will search for
whether there is a signifıcant contribution of FDI on the economic growth of
Turkey or not. The second section is devoted to Granger-Causality tests. These
tests are expected to show the direction of causality between FDI and GNP as
well as the causality between FDI and Exports. in other words, it is tried to be
fınd out whether the growth of GN P attracts FDI or the increase in FDI causes
the growth of GNP. Similarly, the test will be repeated to fınd out whether the
growth of exports attract FDI or the increase in FDI causes the growth of exports.
The causality between FDI and exports has been tested since exports are an
important determ inant of economic growth. If FDI causes a growth in exports, it
implies an indirect contribution to economic growth. The overall results of the
growth model and Granger-Causali ty tests are expected to give an idea about the
potential to be created by the FDI on the economic growth of Turkey.
1.1) Structure of FDI in Turkey: A Brief History and The Relevant
Regulations

The history of FDI inflows to Turkey is not different than the history of
intemationalization of production in the world economy. There has been a substantial inflow of FDI to Ottoman economy in the 19th century particularly in
railway construction and in some services sectors like banking and insurance as
in many deve loping and less developed countries. That has changed during the
forınative years ofthe Turkish Republic. Asa new and independent nation, The
Turkish Republic tend to nationalize foreign fırms remained from Ottoman
Empire particularly between the years 1932-1939. The structure of the world
eco.nomy also all owed these nationalization attempts. Changing economic and
polıtıca l tructure both in the world economy and in Turkey after the Second
World War re-directed FDI to Turkey (A lpar, 1978; 123-135). The outcome of
thı process was the law concerning the encouragement of foreign capital, dated
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18 January 1954 and numbered 6224. The law a llowed FDI in Turkey provided
that the subject of investment is beneficial far the economic development ofthe
country and it is in a fie ld of activity open to Turkish private enterprise. It is
known that the articles of the law were thoroughly liberal compared to similar
laws in other countries. Foreig n firms were equally treated with domestic firms
and there were no heavy restrictions on the transfer of profits and shares. The Iaw
was implemented by a committee under the chairmanship ofthe Central Bank of
Turkey and together with the general directors of the related divisions of the
state2. As a result of this encouragement law in 1954, there has been a considerab le rise in FDl inflows to Turkey in the first few years. Most ofthis foreign capitals was directed to some services sectors, manufacturing of electrical machinery and chemical industries. Then, the peri od 1960- 1979 was a peri od of fluctuati ons in terms of FDI inflows to Turkey mostly as a function of political and
economic developments in Turkey. Nevertheless, the annual and cumulative volumes of FDI inflows ha ve not been significant in this period compared to averages in the worl d economy3. The two real jumps in FDI inflows are observed in
198 1 after the 1980 foreign capital framework decree and in 1988 after the 1986
foreign capital framework decree. As a part of the liberalization process of the
Turkish economy, 1980 and 1986 decrees were furth er eased by the law concem ing the encouragement of foreign capital. In the fo llowing years, two more
decrees conceming foreign capital framework were enacted in 1992 and in 1995.
The last two decrees were prepared referring to decree conceming the protection
of the value of the TL in 1989 which made free the ci rculation of foreign currencies and transfer of profits royalties, fees and so on in Turkey. By the !ast
( 1995) foreign capital framework decree, the procedures and conditions to make
investment in Turkey have been extremely si mplified. Far example, the article of
the former 1992 decree that "investments with foreign share capital exceeding
US $ 150 mi ll ion require the approval of council of ministers." was replaced by
the article "that al 1 foreign investments not accounting fo r the amount of foreign
share capital, are evaluated by the General Directorate of Foreign Investment".
On the other hand, ali license, know-how, technical assistance and administrative
agreements were subject to approval by the Undersecretariat of the Treasury
before the 1995 decree. This was annulled by the 1995 decree and now only the
registration of agreements is required. Similarly, the Undersecretariat was supposed to be notified for all modifications. This was also annulled by the new
decree.
The current legis lation conceming the investment incentives is shaped by
the Decree published in March 1998. According to this legislation the incentive
tools granted to investors are: exemption from customs duties, fund Jevies, value
added tax (VAT), some certai n taxes, duties and fees fo r imported and locally
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purcha d mach inery and equ ipment. Be ides, there is an inves~ent allo':ance
\ hi h i a orporate tax exemption ba· ically relating to buildıngs, '.11achıne;,
equipmen t, freight and in tallati on. The current allowance rate ıs l 00 Yo .
Example could be increa ed but what is evident is that Turkey has a~ op~n foreign inve tment r gime. This regime welcomes equal rights and oblıg~t~ons. to
foreign and loca! inve tor alike, poses no limitations in equity partıcıpatıon
ratio and re triction on sectors that can be penetrated and assures free transfer
of profıt , fee and royaltie as well as repatriation ofcapital.
I-lowever, there is a problem on the implementation of this foreign investment regi me. ünce a company obta ins a permi ssion to ınake investment and certifıes the docuın ents accordi ng to existing procedures to benefıt from exemptions
and investment all owance, the foreign trade regime is quite open. The bureaucracy faced by TNC's fro ın obtaining an investment perrnission to benefıt from
investment incentives is very discouraging. Ironically, the discouraging implementation of the foreign investment regime is very well discussed in an offıcial
report of Turkish Treasury. ( Hazine Mustesarligi, 2001)
1.2. Structure of FDI in Turkey: Basic Statistics

The outcome of the regime, however, has not been so satisfactory as can be
expected. Table. l documents some basic statistics of foreign capital in Turkey
far the period 1980-2000. It seems that actual entries of foreign capital have
always been about half of the permissions given to fo reign capital. Though the
volume of actual entri es has been increasing since 1980, that has not been a continuous trend. There are three significant jumps in the actual FDI inflows in
1981, 1988 and 2000. The volume of actual annual FDI inflows exceeded $ 1 billion fırst in 1990 and since than it is fluctuating around this value. The average
annual infl ows di rected to Latin America and South East Asia are 72.1 bili. USD
and 96.5 bi li. USD, respectively between the years 1995-2000. (UNCTD, 2000).
Those fıgures evidently suggest that Turkey has a long way to go.
Sectoral breakdown offoreign capital between 1954-2000 is documented in
Table.2. This is a total stock or cumulative values ofFDI within this period. As
is evident, majority ofFDI which is about 60 per cent of the total has been directed to services sector of Turkey. Manufacturing industry follows services sector
with a share of about 38 per cent. Shares of remaining agriculture and mining are
negl igible. As the number of firrns are concemed, services sector also has the
higgest share in total. There are 3986 firms operating in services sector. This is
followed by manufacturing industry with 1423 firms, by agriculture with 133
firms and by mini ng with 85 firms . As far as sub-sectors of services are can35
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cerned, largest nu ınber of fım1 s (2095 fı rın ) o perates in trade activities. Hotels,
banking a nd other fı n a n cia l services fo llows trade in this respect. When the sub.
sectors of ınanufact u r in g industry is examined , food manufacturing (146 fı nns),
ready rnade garınents industry (192 fırın s), tran sport and transport related industries ( ı 6 1 fırıns ), ınanu facture of e lectronics ( 107 fırms) ha ve the largest nuınber
of fırms
In order to analyze the source of origi n of investments in Turkey, breakdown of foreign capital and number of firms according to regions between the
period 1954-2000 is given in Table.3. As is clearly observed, there is an indisputab le doın i nance of the OECD countries as FDI is concerned in Turkey. OECD
countries provide almost 85 per cent of foreign capital directed to Turkey. 3401
(TNC)s of OECD countries are operating in Turkey. W hen the share ofEuropean
Union (EU) countries as a sub-group of OECD countries is examined, it is seen
that majority of OECD firms come from EU. T here are 2673 EU firms operating in Turkey and their share in total capital is about 60 per cent. The shares of
other regions in total FDT stock are insignifıcant. For example, Islamic countries
follow OECD with about 5 per cent of the total FDI in Turkey. The number of
fırms from Islamic countries is considerably high compared to their capital. This
impl ies the presence of many fırms of Islamic countries with very low and limited capital.
Thus the analysis in the first part of the study indicates that although there
is an increasing trend of FDI directed to Turkey, particularl y from OECD countries, its vo lume is limited compared to world averages. However, a more satis·
factory conclusion can be reached after analyzing the relati on between FDI and
economic growth in Turkey. Such an analysis might help us to see whether the
existing volume ofFDI hasa signifıcant impact on the Turkish economy. If itis
not, we could be assured about the smallness of FDI in Turkey.

2.1 ) FOi and Economic Growth in Turkey
In this section, a single equation model will be estimated to detect the like·
ly relationsh ip between FDI and economic growth in Turkey. The model is sim·
ilar to the one estimated in (UNCTC, 1992; 250-25 1) fora number of develop·
ing countries. This is an ordinary and simple growth m odel where the dependent
variable is the real growth rates of GNP in Turkey between the years 1975 ·
19954. The dependent growth variable is denoted by (G). The independent vari·
ables are supposed to reflect both classical and new growth theories. in this con·
text, the independent variables, share offıxed investments in year tasa percent·
age of GNP in the previous year (1), and growth rate of employment (L) are the
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variable argued in the ela ical growth theori es. As has been discussed, the mo~t
important facto r argued widely in the new growth literature, is the human c~pı
tal or te hnological progre s. Due to diffıculties to measuring technologıcal
progre , ne• growth model u e a proxy for human capital. That usually
bccome the growth of the percentage of labour force within secondary, high or
uni er ity education. However, there is no available data for the period 1975 1995 for Turki h economy. The State lnstitute of Statistics (SIS) began to publi h uch a data only ince 1990. Therefore, a proxy had to be used for the whole
pcriod. De pile the in uffı c iencies, the growth rate of total enrollment at primary, econdaıy, high schools and at high education institutions in population (065 year age group) has been used as the proxy ofhuman capital in Turkey. This
variable i denoted by (ENR).
Another factor that is likely to influence economic growth is the openness
of the economy. As is mostly argued in the trade literature, a positive relation is
cxpected between the openness of an economy and its growth rate. Thus, exports
plus imports of goods and services as a percentage of GNP is taken as a variable
showing the openness of the economy for the same period. This variable is
denoted by (T).
Finall y, the main question of this study, that is the influence of FDI on the
economic growth, has been tested by using (FDI) variable which shows the FDI
in year t asa percentage ofGNP in the previous year. The values ofFDI are actual infl ows rather than permissions and cover all sectors. It should also be emphasized that the actual values of FDI include improvement of existing investments,
capi tal increases, portfolio investments as well as new investments. There is no
disaggregated data on the FDI inflows to Turkey.
The current values of GNP and fıxed investments have been transformed
into constant l 987 prices using the GNP detlator. The current $ values of FDI are
fırst transform ed into TL multiplying them with the annual average exchange
ra tes and then to constant 1987 prices also using the GNP deflator. The ratio of
exports plus imports to GNP has been calculated using current $ values of
exports, imports and GNP. The data on ali variables is givcn in Appendix Table
- 4. in thi s context, the equation to be estimated is as follows·

'

GT= Cons + B ı h + Bı Lr + Bı ENRT + B4 TT + BsFDh +E
The results of the OLS estimation are given below.
Gı

= -. 1724 + .6050h + .0051 Ld 1.2 ıı 8 ENRT+ .2932 TT - 2. 1125
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FDh+. 0867DUM
(2.11)
(1.82)
(1.90)
(2.24)
(-. 67)
(4.02)
R2 = .67
'R2 = .53
DW = 2.33
N= 21
*The numbers in parentheses below the estimated coefficients refer ıo 1
values
A dummy variab le is added for the years 1981 and 1994 where the fonner
is a year of economic recovery after years of slump and the latter is a year of deep
economic crisis as reflected in -6.1 % growth. Statistics and diagnostic tests suggest that the model as a whole does not have a serious technical problem. Though
the values of R2 and'R2 are low compared to other time series models, these
values are accepted to be satisfactory in growth models (UNCTC, 1992; 251).
The signs of the coefficients are as expected w ith the exception of FDI variable.
Indeed, we did not have any defınite expectation for FDI since it was what we
really searched for. Although estimated correlation matrix of variables indicates
a weak positive correlation between economic growth and FDI, the negative sign
of FDI coefficient surprised us. Since it is statistically insignifıcant, it can be
argued that FDI in Turkey does not contribute to the economic growth of this
country. As has been emphasized, the size of the FDI inflows to Turkey is limited compared to world averages. it seems that limited inflows have not been suffıcient enough to stimulate economic growth in Turkey. Ali in ali, based on the
empirical evidence, it can be concluded that there is no contribution of FDI to
economic growth in Turkey.
Among the other variables, the estiınated coefficients of investment (1) and
openness of the economy (T) are significant at the 0.05 !eve!. The proxy variable
of humarı capital (ENR) is about to be significant at the 0.05 level. The variable
(L) showing growth of employment is significant only at 0.1 O level. The problems associated with the nature and reliability of data on (L) and (ENR) might
cause these variables to have relatively low t-ratios. The overall results of the
model are not in contradiction with classical and new growth theories and trade
ınodels.

2.2) Granger-Causality Tests
It has been widely recognized in the literature of intemational production
that the rise in FDI stimulates export and GNP growth if the infrastructure,
humarı capital, political and business environment of the host country are satisfactory for (TNC)s. However, the causality ınay run from GNP and exports to
FDI as has been observed in some countries. That is to say, (TNC)s could direct
their investments to a country in order to penetrate a Jarge and protected market.
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Jn ıhi ca e ıh e large market or the growth in GNP causes FDI to flow to a country rather than FDI cau e a growth in G P. Similarly, export expa~sion induc~d
by dome tic fa ctor of production might attract (TNC)s to make ınv~stm~nt ın
ıha e coun trie due to high profitability in traded goods sectors. The dırectıon of
cau ality between FDI and GNP and FDT and exports can be tested by Grangercau ality te t 5.
The te t involves estimating two equations. The first one includes only
the lagged values of the dependent variable (known as restricted equation)
whereas the second equation includes the variables in the first equation plus the
lagged va lue of the independent variable (known as unrestricted equation). The
appropriate test is an F-test to see whether there is a statistically significant
causali ty froın independent variab les to dependent variable. The F statistic is as
fo llows;
F= (N - k) (ESSR- ESS uR) / (q (ESSuR)
where ESSR and ES SUR are th e sum of squared residuals in the restricted
and unrestricted regressions respectively; N is the number of observations; k is
the nuınber of estimated parameters in the unrestricted regression and q is the
number of parameter restrictions. The statistic is distributed as F ( q, N -k)
(Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1991 ; 216-2 17). The value ofF statistic telis us whether
to reject or accept the hypothesis that the independent variable does not affect the
dependent variable. The same procedure is repeated by reversing the order of
dependent and independent variables to test whether the previous independent
variable causes changes in previous dependent variable.
in this context, Granger causality test is first applied for the relation
between total annual FDI inflows and GNP in Turkey. The period of analyses is
chosen as l 980-1995 for all tests6. Both the values of FDI and GNP are at constant 1987 prices as transformed in the previous model. First GNP is assumed to
be the dependent variable and then the unrestricted equation is formulated by taking two lagged values of GNP and FDI.
GNP, = B1GNP•.ı + BıGNP •.ı+ B3FDI •. ı+ B4FDI •. ı+e
On the other hand, the restricted equation included only the lagged values
of GNP;
GNP, = BıGNP,.ı+ B2GNP ,., + e
The null hypothesis becomes as "FDI does not cause GNP" . Ali models are
estimated by OLS method. Estimation results for Granger - Causality test
between GNP and FDI are as follows·
'
GNP,=. 6775GNP,.ı+ .3844GNP,.ı+ 14.88FDI,.ı+ -17.84FDI 1•2
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ESSuR = I .05E+0 .8
GNP, = . 5722GN P,.ı+ .4873GNP 1-2
F- statistic: 1.7 N=l4

ESSR= 1.41 E+0.8

The va ı ue of F statistics, which is calculated according to above forrnula, is
ı . 7 1. As the value of F statistic, l. 7 1, is less than the critical value of F (2, 14)
distribution, 3.74, at the 0 .05 !eve!, the null hypothesis can not be rej ected. That
ıeads us to conclude that changes in FDI do not cause changes in GNP or economic growth in Turkey, at least in a stat istical sense.
The test is repeated by reversing GNP and FDI variables both in unrestricted and restricted models;
FDlı = 13 1FDJ,_ ,+132FDI,.2+ l33GNP ,_,+ 134GNP ı-2+c: (Unrestricted rnodel)
FDI, = 131 FDJ,_,+ f32FDI 1-2 + € (Restr icted model)
Thus, the null hypoth esis becomes as "GNP does not cause FDI". Theestimation results for Granger -Causality test between FDI and GNP and calculated F statistic is as fo llows;
FOl. =.728 9FDI •. ı+ .0586FDI 1-2-.0092GNP ,_,+ .01 13GNP ı-ı
ESSuR= 99228. 7

FDJ, = 1. 1049FDit-1-.0326FDl
ESSu= 142265.8

ı-ı

F statistic: 2.16

N=l4

The results suggest that changes in GNP do not cause changes in FDI.
The calculated value of F statistic 2 .1 6 is Iess than critical value, 3.74, at 0.05
leve l leading to acceptance of null hypothesis. It seems that growing output and
market of Turkey does not cause signi fıcant changes on total FDI inflows to
Turkey.
Another ambiguous po int whether ch anges in FDI cause changes in exports
or changes in exports cau ses changes in F DI in Turkey has also been tested using
Granger causality tests. As is emphasized, the causality between FDI and exports
is important due to indirect relation between FDI and economic growth via
exports . The period of analysis is chosen as 1980 -1995 due to reasons explained
abo:e. First, whether changes in exports (X) causes changes in FDI tested esti·
ınatıng the following models;
FDI, = 131FDJ,_,+ f32FDI 1-2+ 1)3X,. ı + f34X 1-2+c: (Unrestricted model)
40
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FO l, = ~ 1FDI..ı+ ~2 FDI •.ı Re tricted model)
The null hypothe i to be tested is "Export does not cause FDI" . Estimated
coefficient of the model and calculated F stati tic is given below;
FDJ, =.921 1F Dlı- ı - .2295FDI ı-ı+ .0458X•. ı -.0237X •. ı

E

uR= 3 11206.6

FD J, = 1.2 l 69FDI•.ı - . l 5 l 7FDI t-2

E SR= 4 8650.7

F - statistics: 2.85

N= 14

The results allow us to accept the null hypothesis that "Exports does not
cau e FDI" since the value of F statistic, 2.85 is less than the critical value, 3 .74
at the 0.05 level of significance.
Fina lly, the null hypothes is that "FDI does not cause exports" is ıested
estimating the following unrestricted and restricted equations;
x. = ~ ı X•.ı+ ~ıX •.ı+ ~JfDl,.ı+ f34FDI •.ı+E (Unrestricted model)
Xt =b 1Xt- l + b2X t-2 (Restricted model)
Estimation results and calcul ated F statistic is as follows;
X, = .9365X,.ı+ .2807X 1-2+ -3 .932 1FDJ,.ı+ 2.8396FDI

,.ı

ESSuR= 9585883
X, =~ ı X,.ı+ ~ıX ı-ı
ESSR= 1.36E+07 F - statistics: 2.55

N=l4

As the va lue of F statistic, 2.55 is less than the critical value, 3.74 at the
0.05 level, the null hypothesis can not be rejected. That means change in FDI
does not cause changes in exports in Tu rkey. The overall result of Grangercausality tests suggest that neither FDI causes changes in exports and GNP nor
cxports and GNP cause changes in FDI in Turkey. That might be due to insignificance ofthe vo lume of total FDI inflows to Turkey. The presence ofFDI can not
s i gnifıcantl y sti mulate exports and economic growth in Turkey. This is not in
contradiction with our finding in the previous growth model that the coefficient
of FD! was insignifıcant to explain the economic growth in Turkey.
Concluding Remarks

The fındings ofthi s study imply that limited inflows directed to Turkey do
not seem to exert any significant effect on the domestic econo ıny ofTurkey. Both
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Granger-causality tests and estimated growth model supports this argument.
Considering eminently open foreign investment reg ime of Turkey, that outcome
necess itates an expl anation concerning tlıe deteıminants of FDI in Turkey. As is
evident, open foreign inves tment regime is not enough to attract and to benefıt
from FDI. There is no rule that FDl is always benefıcial to host countries and
therefore countries slıould insist on attracting those investments. Presence offoreign fırms could inlıibit the economic growth of host countries by restrictive
business practices as well. However, few points make stronger the argument that
FDI could enh ance the growth potential of countries like Turkey. Those points
might also help to understand why Turkey failed so far and wlıich policies could
reverse this trend.
The points summarised below are drawn from our study on this topic
(Aslanoğlu, 1996). The ideas slıould be wi eved in neo-Schumpeterian perspective. First of ali , empirical evidence shows that (TNC)s has been the main producer of technology. Wlıen the two crucial indicators oftechnology, R&D expenditures and patents, are exami ned, predominance of (TNC)s become evident. For
example, in the l 990s about %80 of total R&D expenditures in the world economy is reali zed by (TNC)s . Simil arly, about % 75 of total patents were granted to
(TNC)s in USA in the 1990s (UNCTC, 1994). The examples could be increased
bu t even the above <lata could give an idea about the role of (TNC)s in producing technology.
Secondly, new growth theories have shown us that technology input is an
important determinant of economic growth together with physical capital.
Hence, it can be argued that (TNC)s can create a growth potential by providing
a crucial input, technology, to the production function s. Technology can be tangible and intangible. Tangible part could be obtained by transferring hardware,
by blueprints or patents. However, access to intangible part of technology
requires being in the same location and time. Obtaining intangible technology
like organisation specifıc features and experience would be possible by close
contact and movement of staff across domestic and foreign fırms in the course of
ti me. Therefore, FDI would provide tangible as well as intangible technology to
host economies. At this point it should be re-emphasised that ali investments of
(TNC)s can not create growth potential. There would be two types ofFDI. While
the first type of investments foster competition, productivity and hence economic growth, the second type of investments in hibits competition and growth by
restrictive business practices. Technological competence and economic stability
of the host country are usually considered as the main determinants of the first
type of investments (Cantwell, 1994). This means that there is a cumulative,
dynamic and interdependent relation between FDI, technology and economic
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growıh. Jf techno logica l competence of ho t economies are ~romising, gro':th
timulating FDJ tend to move to tho e lo cati o ıı s. In contrast, ıf host economıes
lack tc hnolo ica l competenc aııd econonı ic stabi lity, (TNC)s could utilise their
O\ ner hip ad antage to ınaxinıi se their profıts. This is usually practiced by
ınonopo ly power of (T C) , which in turıı restricts competition and growth in
dome tic market .
The third point is that only a number of developing countries could attract
growth- timulating FDJ in the current stnıcture of intemational economic systeın. Factor like strategies of fınns , cost of production, linıitations on the supply
of qua lifıed taff and limitations on market demand prevents (TNC)s to set up the
ame and the most developed technology everywhere. Therefore, the more a
country bas natura! and policy induced locational advantages, the more growthstimulating investments ınove to that country. Geography and resources of a
country could be considered as natura! advantages. Technological competence
and economic stability are examples of policy-induced advantages. Since developed countries have most of those advantages, only a number of developing
cou ntries seenıs to benefıt from growth -stimulating investments. Turkey could
be among the top developing countries receivi ng highest FDI inflows. The size
of the domestic market and geography of Turkey as a bridge between Asia,
Middle East and Europe provide an important natura! advantage to Turkey to
attract foreign investments. Turkey has a potential to foster and to develop its
technological capacity as well as to stabi lize its economy. Indeed, those policy
targets are essential for Turkey to be competitive in the world economy.
Achieving those targets cou ld further contribute to the development of the country by attracti ng benefıcial FDI. As has been noted in the fırst section, although
Turkey has a liberal investınent regime with soıne attractive incentives, there is
a prob lem of imp lementation due to ineffıciencies in state organization and
restrictive practices ofbureaucracy. It seems that the new economic program initiated with the IMF l 8 stand-by agreement will help to eliminate those ineffı
ciencies with a new law on FDI in Turkey. Achieving that reform would defı
nitely contribute to FDI inflow in the short-nın . However, it was observed in the
past decades that countries having high inflation and heavy corruption could not
attract s ignifıcant FDI in the medium and the long run. Eliminati ng inflation and
corruption is likely to boost not only FDI but alsoto help open many other channels of sustained economic growth of Turkey.
1
"

Notes
1) Dr.Erhan Aslanoglu, Marmara Üniversitesi Ingilizce Iktisat Bölümü,
Göztepe Kampüsü, Kuyubaşı, İstanbul 81040, Tel: 0216 - 3368487, Fax: 0216
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- 3464356, e-mail : eas lan @ marmara.edu.tr
2) The complete copies of the law concerning the encouragement of foreign capital as well as following decrees, co mmuniques conceming foreign capital could be fınd in annual foreign capital reports ofUndersecretariat ofTreasury
3) For a detailed analyses of the FDI inflows between the period l 9541974, see (Alpar, 1978)
4)The reason for choosing the years 1975 -1995 as the period ofanalsis is
that the complete set of data for the variables used in the model obtained for that
period. There were missing data for the years out ofthis range. For the years after
1997, Turkish economy faced with external shocks like Russian crises, earthquakes and economic crises. Those shocks led Turkey to a long-lasting contraction period which also made irrelevent the gorwth - FDI analysis for the recent
peri od.
5)The tests are known as Granger-causality tests as its fırst introduced by
W.J . Granger in his article on "Investigating Causal Relations by Econometric
Models and Cross-Spectral Methods", Econometrica, Vol. 37 pp 424-438, 1969.
6) The main reason for choosing the beginning year as 1980 is that the year
l 980 stands as a benchmark year for the liberalization of Turkish economy and
there has been s ignifıcant rise in FDI inflows to Turkey compared to previous
period. Since two lagged values of dependent and independent variables are
included in the model, 14 observations used for estimation from 1982 1995.
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Table.2. Brea kdown of Firms With Foreign Capital by
Sectors During 1954-2000.
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Table 4: Data Set for the Growth Model and Granger-Causality Tests (Cont .)
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